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ber training weekends, 
they can sleep 13 during 
hunting season, and yes 
good mannered dogs are 
always welcome inside. 
They have about 12,000 
acres to hunt wild birds. 
Bill describes it as: “hunt-
ing like it was 30 years 
ago.” 

Their kennel is a clean facility 
with 20  indoor runs and 20 open air 
runs. They also have a large build-
ing with well lit cloth sides... like 
some tennis or golf facilities, where 
they can train inside if the weather 
forces it. Most  of the indoor runs are 
occupied by French Brittanys, the 
dog of their choice and the dog they 
have helped to bring into national 
prominence. Bill is the president 
of the French Brittany Gun Dog 
Association of America which  was 
founded in 1997.

Outside the kennels Bill is hav-
ing a retriever pond dug since he 
trains all breeds of dogs. Beyond the 
retriever pond is five training fields 
with “get this” woven fence so a dog 
can not get out of it... of interest for 
those of you that have runners. I 
have never seen a facility that would 
fence in hundreds of acres to protect 
dogs. Those five training fields all 
have different cover to simulate as 
many field training situations as 
possible.

Bill only offers the wild bird 
training program for three week-
ends in December, and again he will 
only take four dogs per seminar, 
so space is limited. The weekend 
starts on Friday, which is evaluation 
day. Bill will spend a half the day 
getting to know you and your dog, 
your strengths and weaknesses. He 
will need this to help determine the 
training regime for the rest of the 
weekend. 

On Friday, you will also be walk-
ing the fields, hopefully not with a 
new gun and a new pair of boots. 

On more than one occasion a high 
roller client has flown in with their 
dog, stopped at Cabella’s in Mitchell 
to get completely outfitted only to 
find out their boots were not broke 
in and suffered the entire weekend. 
Or bought a new gun which they 
can’t hit anything with. Or the guy 
that never thought it might be bad 
to bring his bitch 
which was in heat 
at the time.

Also on Fri-
day,  B i l l  goes 
over the basics 
for hunting with a 
dog. He goes over 
bird identification 
and the rules of 
the hunt. He has 
his share if wisdom from twenty five 
years in the dog business. One thing 
I noticed is all the hunter/trainers/
clients had water bottles by which 
they watered their dogs. Bill trains 
all his clients to water their dogs 
from a bottle. Bill contends that after 
a long day hunting the one place 

there will be a dog 
fight is over a wa-
ter bowl. Water 
bottles solve that 
problem.

Beyond that 
Bill always car-
ries a tube of cake 

icing. There are two problems a dog 
might run into during hot weather 
where he’s from: short of water and 
hypoglycemic. The cake icing will 
quickly bring around a dog that has 
hunted too hard. It is easy to carry 
and will keep. 

Another little nugget of wis-
dom Bill had, was 
knowing where 
your local vet is 
located. When 
you are hunting 
do  you  know 
where the near-
est vet is? Any-
where in the U.S. 
and Canada if 
you know where 
he is, most vets 

are only about 20 minutes away. 
Not knowing where a local vet is 
could take hours if you don’t do 
the research and find where he is in 
advance. That delay might mean the 
life of your hunting companion. 

Training on wild birds like no other training 
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